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Labour file

The Victorious Strike of Women Tea Plantation Workers Of

Munnar that Exposed the Political Bankruptcy and Failures of the

Established Trade Unions and Political Parties

In our country tea plantations are mainly situated in Assam, West Bengal and Kerala. Around
3.5 million workers are working in the tea plantations and most of them are women workers.

The tea plantations in our country have a long history of 2 ½ centuries, dating back from the
inception of the East India Company. The colonial government had annexed the wastelands in Assam
and other territorial regions and given them to the European enterprises on long-term leases on
free-hold basis for cultivation of tea plants. Colonial government had also enabled these tea
plantations getting “indentured labour” from other areas through the system of “arkate” and “Sardars”.
Mainly Mundas, Oraons, Gonds, Tantis, Kols and Keumhars from the tribal belts of Eastern and
Central India are made as tea plantation workers in Assam and West Bengal. In the same way
tribals of Tamilnadu were made as tea plantation workers in Kerala.

At the same time to develop the tea plantations the colonial government made ACT XIII of 1859
or the work men’s breach of contract act and tied the worker to the plantation for minimum 3 years.
To retain the workers the planters offered some government approved concessions such as
accommodation, supply of drinking water, medical facilities, fuel-wood, rice, some clothing and some
times a plot of land for kitchen garden. Thus a system of payment of wages in cash and kind to the
tea plantation workers was introduced and continued for all these two and half centuries.

Even after the transfer of power in 1947, for all these 68 years, the very same system of payment
of wages to the tea plantation workers (partly in cash and partly in kind) is continued. Due to various
struggles conducted by the plantation workers for the betterment of their working and living conditions,
the Indian government had to make the Plantation Labour Act (PLA). 1951 and its various
amendments. But this act is essentially structured on the basis of the acts of the colonial government
made for this sector. Tea, Coffee, Rubber and Cinchona and Cardamom plantations are covered by
the PLA act. Despite this PLA which mandated the plantation owners to provide medical facilities,
canteens, crèches, recreational facilities, suitable accommodation and educational facilities for the
children of plantation workers, the conditions of the workers in the tea plantations has not made any
considerable progress and the PLA had not benefitted the workers. Deliberate violations of the PLA
on the part tea plantation owners, apathy of the administration in the implementation of the PLA,
ritualistic attitude of established trade unions in delivering goods according to the aspirations and
demands of the actual suffering tea plantation workers, lack of trade union democracy in the
established trade unions and the unilateral wage agreements made by the bureaucratic leadership
of established trade unions not consistent with the ground reality of the conditions of the tea plantation
workers are the main reasons for the pathetic condition of the tea plantation workers.

Even in the states of West Bengal and Kerala where the so called left front governments have
ruled for considerably long periods, despite their rhetoric of revolutionary slogan mongering, nothing
radical had occurred in the working and living conditions of the tea plantation workers but remained
on par with the conditions of non-left governed states.

After the introduction of neo-liberal economic policies in our country, the tea plantation owners
started chanting the slogan that they are unable to compete in the world market and that cost of
production has been increasing incapacitating them to compete in the world market and hence they
can not afford the in-kind obligations to the workers viz education, shelter, food, medical, paid leave,
festival holidays etc, and are demanding that these be treated as social cost and that this social cost
has to be borne by the state and central government as per the recommendation of the inter-
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ministerial committee recommendations in 2007, which recommended the sharing of this ‘social cost’
in the ratio of 10:40:50 among state government, central government and the plantation owners
respectively, which recommendation was even endorsed by the 102 Parliamentary Standing Committee
of Commerce. With such arguments the plantation owners are shunning the just demands of workers
for increasing their minimum wages and betterment of the statutory benefits in kind according to the
plantation labour act 1951. The leadership of the established trade unions is not in a capable condition
to oppose the arguments of the tea plantation owners, due to its class-collaborationist political out-
look and practices.

That is why the tea plantation workers are unable to get their minimum wages even on par with
the general unskilled workers or the agricultural workers in their states.

In Assam on July 29, 2015 the state government issued a draft notification that the minimum daily
wage of ordinary daily rated workers in tea plantations would be Rs 177.19; equaling to the general
minimum wages in Assam for unskilled workers from Sept 1; 2014. According to this, only Rs 1433.50
is the cash component of wages the tea plantation workers. There is Rs 33.69 in kind, consisting non-
statutory Rs 22.10 and statutory Rs 11.59.

In West Bengal after many agitations of tea plantations workers, the wage agreement reached after
tri-partite wage negotiations in Feb 2015, the cash component of the plantation workers’ wage is at Rs
122.40, which is considerably less than the statutory minimum wage for agricultural workers in that
state.

Thus in both the big-tea producing states, the established trade unions have failed to achieve
proper and justified minimum wages to tea plantation workers.

Now, in this back-ground the plight of the tea plantation workers in Kerala state has to be examined.
In Kerala state the Plantation Labour Committee comprising of the representatives of the state

government, plantation employers and the workers (trade unions) is to decide wages, working conditions
and other demands of the 3 ½ lakh employees who are working in different plantations in the state.
C.I.T.U, A.I.T.U.C and I.N.T.U.C are the representatives of the workers in the plantation labour committee.
C.P.I.(M) with its left ally parties and Congress party with its allies are the main ruling parties in the
Kerala state, who almost rule that state alternatively.

The wages of the plantation workers in Kerala state were last revised on May 22, 2011. The wages
were to be revised by December 31, 2014. But even after a lapse of 9 months the Plantation Labour
Committee has not taken any positive action for the due wage revision. The 3 worker-representative
trade unions have done nothing to bring about the due revision of wages.

Due to lack of any relation between the cost of living of the workers and their earnings (wages)
workers have been suffering with untold misery and woes. Their living conditions as well the working
conditions have deteriorated from worse to worst.

Workers in the plantation sector particularly in tea plantation sector are highly dissatisfied with the
performance established trade unions, that are not delivering the goods. Particularly the women tea
plantation workers are the most suffering lot. These women workers are vexed with the dismal
performance of the main political parties as well the established trade unions, that have failed them in
amelioration of their object working and living conditions.

Kannan Devan Hills Plantation Company  (KHDP) based in Munnar of Kerala is owned by the Tata
group (the Indian multinational), the owner of Tetly Tea; covering 17 plantations spanning 24,000 hectares.
The Tata group which decided “to exit” the plantation business in 2005, in the name of ‘participatory
(workers) management’, sold 75 percent of its shares in KHDP to 13,350 workers with 300 shares to
each worker. With such a lofty slogan of ‘participatory management’, the management had skillfully
tied the plantation workers as bonded labours (modern) to its tea plantations while they have no say in
the management or in the decision of its policies. With such a crafty scheme the K.H.D.P. is made as
the largest ‘employee-owned’ tea company in the world. And Munnar is projected as a tourist place of
‘model tea factory’ for tourists with a huge tourist flow. ‘However not even an iota of this glory of
‘employee owned’ and ‘model tea factory’ and its benefits at all has percolated to the share holding tea
plantation women workers. Most of these women workers are middle-aged and of Tamil origin; who
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are instrumental in earning profits to the TATA management for generations through their hard work and
who are subjected to severe exploitation.

The women workers(tea leaf pickers) report daily to work at 6 A.M, and continue till noon up to
12.00 a.m. After one hours’ rest again they start working at 1 p.m and end up at 6 a.m. Most of these
women workers report to work in the morning with empty stomach since they won’t get time to have
even a cup of tea after finishing their house chores.

They carry at least 70 kgs of leaves on their shoulders on the steep hill slopes. They suffer with
severe head-aches, (occupational health hazard) and many of them are forced to absent to work due
to these severe headaches. The tea-plants are lavishly sprayed with pesticides which are causing
serious health issues for the women workers. The heavy burden of carrying tea leaves and long hours
of standing have taken a toll on the women workers. Most of the women workers are advised by the
doctors to have their uterus removed. But they cope with pain as they fear its removal will affect their
capability for long. Many women workers suffer with severe pains in their joints. If they take any leave
their wages are cut even if the leave is allotted as per records. Even if any worker is stung by a wasp
she will be made to continue work after being offered first aid.

While according to the rules, the minimum quantity of leaves have to be plucked by each labourer
is stipulated at 21 kgs, there is no maximum limit. Workers are made to pluck over 200 kg per day. For
each extra kilo, they get just a nominal amount of 60 paise, while the supervisors are paid at least Rs
5/- for the same.

While such has been the mode of payment of ‘cash component’ in wages, the ‘kind component’
(statutory) is for worse than this cash wage payment.

According to the plantation labour act, the management has to provide proper housing for the
workers nearer to their work site. But in Munnar tea estates (like in other estates in the country) the
management provided them with on-site one-room line houses, which the workers call them as ‘layans’
which are dilapidated and have never been repaired since they were built. During the high-level official
visits, the company makes beautification work of these ‘layans’, but these expenses are deducted
from the wages of workers. These one-bed huts are without toilets and other basic amenities.

Other ‘kind component’ of the wages payable to tea plantation workers is providing for their children’s
education and medical needs to their families.

The KDHP management does not pay any heed to these mandatory provisions of statute and in
practice makes mockery of these facilities, by providing these services only nominally, for the name
sake. In the company’s school provided by the management situated in the estates, where the education
is supposed to be free, the free education to the children is only up to IV th class, after that they have
to pay fees. Unable to afford to pay the fees, the workers are forced to sending their children to
government schools at far off places.

The medical assistance provided at the company’s hospitals, is meager. For every ailment the
workers are given with some white pills, which do not cure their ills.

Any amount expended by the company for the labourers, that amount is deducted from their
wages without their consent. Thus whatever the wages the plantation workers are paid for a days
work, it is half of what a daily wage labourer in Kerala is paid. According to Justin Rowlett  who investigated
the tea industry is Assam in August, found the living and working conditions were so bad, and wages
so low and the condition of tea workers and their families were left malnourished and vulnerable to
fatal illness had also found that in Kerala also they are not much different.

Besides  suffering by, they are   facing an another social evil also viz. their men folk addicted to
alcohol drinking spending all the wages they earned on it, without caring and heeding for the domestic
necessities and family needs and concerns.

So no matter how much had they work the monthly pay of each women worker doesn’t exceed Rs
5000/- a month.

This is how the ‘participating management’ of workers in KHDP has reduced the plantation women
workers in to the slaves of the tea estates.
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The tea pickers are the base for the tea industry, over which it thrives. The men who work in this
industry work in different jobs other than the basic work of tea leaves picking-in the processing works
of tea leaves/dust in to commercial commodity.

Every year the management has to announce and pay bonuses to the tea plantation workers. Last
year, the workers were paid with 19% of bonus, and the workers have been expecting that this year’s
bonus also will be of the same level.

But the management summoned a meeting of trade unions (the established trade unions) and
declared 10% bonus, though it earned a good profit. The unions kept mum on this bonus cut
announcement. This is the last straw on the already existing unbearable burdens on the tea plantation
women workers, that infuriated them against this fraud played by the management, with the indirect
support from the established trade unions.

These conditions have goaded these women workers in to an independent spontaneous protest
action in the form of sit-in strike in front of the main offices of the KDHP in Munnar from September 5
onwards. Thus 6,000 semi-literate women workers, without any organizing skills have started their
fight against the powers that be, in protection of their interests. They demanded 20% bonus and to
increase and fix their minimum wages at Rs 500/- a day in the place of the present day minimum was
of Rs 232/- a day. They have decided to continue their agitation by keeping away from the wily political
party leaders and established trade unions that have compromised with the employers. More over
they have a strong resentment and dissatisfaction with the established trade unions since the trade
unions haven’t done enough to stop their men from drinking away their earnings without regard for
their children’s education of medical, needs, of their families. 6,000 women occupied the main road to
the headquarters of the plantation company; under the banner of “PEMPILAI ORUMAI”(women’s unity).

Only after witnessing the agitation started by these women plantation workers, the political parties
like C.P.I(M), C.P.I. and Congress, along with their affiliated trade unions understood the significance
of this independent agitation taken up by these women workers and its importance. They also assessed
the probable damage to be caused to their reputation. So they attempted the tactics of entering in to the
agitation in the name of supporting it and expressing their solidarity with it.

But the women workers were firm in rejecting the leadership of the established trade unions.
The agitating women including young mothers with babies, reached the company’s office at 10

A.M. every day. They laid siege to roads, but never indulged in violence.
When the CPI(M) and Congress inducted their women leaders to express their solidarity with the

striking women workers. The agitating workers have shooed them away from the protest venue. There
was even no gender bias in the agitating women workers. The local MLA was chased away from the
venue. Many women leaders from the LDF and UDF coalition faced the ire of the agitating women
workers. Only the C.P.I. legislator E.S.Bijind, who approached them at the very inception of their
protest agitation was asked to sit with them till a settlement was worked out at the talks in Kochi.

After nine days of strike on Sept 13, after several rounds of discussions the management yielded
to the just demands of women workers and the chief minister announced that 8.33 percent will be paid
in bonus, plus 11.67 percent will be paid as exgratia totaling to 20 percent; and that the amount will be
paid on or before Sept 21, and that the demand for revision of minimum daily wage to Rs 500/- will be
decided in the oncoming plantation labour committee meeting slated on Sept 26.

Thus this agitation of the women tea plantation workers, without any notable leader, which has
kept out both trade unions and political parties of all hues is unique, which had succeeded in achieving
its demand of 20% bonus and has created history in the annals of plantation workers’ movement. It
has not only shattered the monopolistic clutch of established trade unions over the worker’s movement
but also exposed the political bankruptcy and failures of the established trade unions in protecting the
interests of the workers. It has called off the bluff of the political parties including the so called left
parties. It had damaged the goodwill enjoyed by the CPI(M) in the name of workers and harmed its
influence among the workers considerably.

So the main concern of the main stream political parties has to ensure that their respective bases
did not get eroded due to this agitation that did not have a clear visible leadership. According by the
CPI(M) and  Congress parties have started their damage controlling tactics in the form of sending their
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women leaders to the agitating workers and sending the former minister P.K.Sreemathy, MP and
Kerala Pradesh Mahila Congress leader Bindu Krishna to sit along with the striking workers.

On the day of the conclusion of talks and assured fruitful settlement, V.S.Achutanandan the leader
of opposition had personally arrived Munnar on Sept 13 and went to the venue of the teagarden
workers strike and expressed his solidarity by grandly announcing that “once elected to power the
LDF would carry forward its agenda of creating a new “Munnar” a vague promise that has no relation
with the workers’   aspirations, but clearly of his and his party’s aspirations to enter in to governmental
power by catching the votes of the workers in distress.

In fact with the coming local elections on October.4, the agitation of women workers had irked both
the main political parties C.P.I.(M) and Congress which are vying for power.

So after the success of the strike of women plantation workers of Munnar, in its edition of Sept.14-
20(2015), the ‘Peoples Democracy’ the central organ of CPI(M) had published a small article about
the victory depicting  it as if the victory was achieved by the active support of the C.P.I.(M)-particularly
of V.S. Achutanandan’ and the C.I.T.U.

But however the social media which had ignored this agitation of lone women workers for more
than 3 days had to recognise the strike and after its victory hailed it and the media has brought all the
relevant facts about the victorious agitation and the implications and intricacies involved in the success
of the strike in to light.

The main political parties viz CPI(M) and Congress party along with their affiliated established
trade unions- C.I.T.U and I.N.T.U.C-started face saving tactics from pseudo humbleness to the
aggressive postures of belittling the importance and relevance of the victorious strike conducted by
the women plantation workers of Munnar.

The main plank of CPI(M) and CITU was to blame U.D.F.government policies as the main cause for
the plight of tea garden workers and to impress that it was with the solidarity of C.P.I.(M) & C.I.T.U only
that the Munnar strike has succeeded.

On the other hand the Kerala Congress (M) and the Chief minister of Kerala blamed the C.P.I.(M)
and C.I.T.U, that they had compromised the interests of the tea estate workers before the KDHP
company. They also blamed that there was no democratic functioning in the left trade unions, which
had spurred the women workers in to the strike.

But the leaders of the established trade unions had to eat the crow, despite their various attempts to
divert the responsibility on to the lower stage leaders.

While Ananthalavottam Anandan the state president of CITU, Kerala has admitted with “The Hindu”
on 14th Sept, that “It is clear that, in general we have also got swayed by the managements argument
that it (KDHP) is having a difficult time and if we drive hard bargain, the estates and factories would
have to be shut down. We should not back off fearing such consequences”. Thus he clearly admits the
bankruptcy of the political understanding of his trade union. The state secretary of CPI and the state
general secretary of AITUC, Kanan Rajendran too concurred with the admission of president CITU
and he adds that there is no relation between the cost of living of workers and their earnings and that
they could not push for it the demand for increase of minimum wages up to Rs 500/-.

The INTUC state president R. Chandrasekharan chose to evade and transfer the responsibility of
the failure on to the local trade union leadership.

But all these 3 leaders of the established trade unions are unanimous in arguing that it was their
unions, that had already went in to a strike demanding the minimum daily wage of Rs.500/- through
their Sept.2 all India one day general strike and made a futile efforts to impress that there is of no
particular significance of the women plantation workers strike of Munnar by raising the very demand in
their strike.

But the political parties and trade union leaders faced strong criticism, during and after the success
of Munnar agitation from the public and media for their failures and inaction.

So, the CPI(M) and C.I.T.U, have chosen to belittle and even to ridicule the Munnar women tea
plantation workers strike and its importance, skillfully in the form of condemning the ‘vested interests’
and ‘monopoly media’ which have castigated them. Through the publication of an article written by
Elmaram Kareem in the Peoples Democracy of Sept 21 to 27, in the name of presenting ‘facts’ on the
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occasion of Munnar Tea plantation strike, they have come out with their real views, opinions and political
understanding which were the basis for the trade union activity of their bureaucratic trade union leadership.

The said article put forward following arguments to justify its political bankruptcy and failures in
the field:

The vested interests have widely propagated, that the Munnar strike was against trade unions.
The few monopoly media as usual has used this opportunity to castigate the left policies and left-
affiliated trade unions. That just before Munnar strike, the working-class in India launched a historic
strike on September 2, and that so far it has been the largest strike against the neo-liberal policies of
the government of India. That just like the Munnar workers’ demand, the national strike also demanded
Rs 500/- as minimum wages a day. The corporate media encourages some of the non-unionised
spontaneous strikes only to weaken the organised workers movements. That the C.I.T.U. did not approve
the KDHP management’s decision to cut bonus and decided to not receive the bonus. That in protest
against the managements’ decision, the workers started a slow-down strike. But since the management
informed that slowing down of work would amount to strike and that it would lock-out the plantations,
the trade unions in this back ground, decided to stop the slow-down strike. That all the plantation
sector had participated in the national strike on September 2. And from September 3 the workers
(Munnar) went on a strike demanding an immediate decision on their wages and bonus. That anti-
labour attitude of the Tata management and the casual attitude of the government aggravated the situation
and it is this that a few media described as anti-trade union struggle. That previously the media had
hailed a new union GROW formed by a former naxalite leader, and highlighted the union GROW. That
it had given a nationwide propaganda to that GROW.

And the writer of this article now questions that where is GROW now? He also question what is
the fate of Bombay Textiles Trade Union organised by Datta Samant who opposed all national trade
unions? To divert the attention from the crucial questions he invokes the sentiments of the past history
of the working-class movement of Munnar with the stories of martyrdom of Hassan Revuthat and
Pappa Ammal who scarified their lives for the working class and insists that it is the trade unions that
lead struggles against neo-liberal policies of successive governments.

In this exhaustive article no where do we find why the established trade unions have failed to stand
up to the expectations and aspirations of the common tea plantation workers. Why they failed to fight
against the bonus cut? Why over the post 63 years of PLC deciding the wages, in which committee the
CITU is a member was unable to achieve more than a hike of Rs 82/- in the basic wages despite the
fact that the L.D.F. government was in power, for some terms during this long period? Why even with
their largest even nation-wide strike of Sept 2, they have failed to achieve any demand what ever?

Moreover it is to be under-stood from this article since the one day all India general strike was
conducted on Sept 2, by the established trade unions, no others have any right or any need to demand
for hike of minimum wages. That independent unions not banded with the established unions shall not
launch strikes on their own for the realisation of their just demands. That workers movement means
only the movement that is conducted are run by the established trade unions. That spontaneous non-
union strikes shall never be conducted. All this indicates the bankruptcy of the political understanding
of the CITU and its political master CPI(M) besides clearly exposing the level of bureaucracy of its T.U.
leadership to which it has ascended. It also becomes clear that these established T.U.s have refused
to function in a democratic style from the ground level of the members to the central level but have
chosen to function undemocratically from the top centre to the ground level in the style of government
office administration. All this is nothing but nonsense that has nothing to do with workers interests,
working class politics leave alone the politics of the vanguard of the working class-the communist
party politics. Even after this experience of Munnar women workers’ victory, the established trade
unions refuse to draw lessons and attempt to self criticise and rectify their mistakes and take corrective
steps. On the contrary they chose to remain arrogant and more-bureaucratic.

However, with the victory of Munnar women tea plantation workers, they were forced to make an
attempt to seize the initiative back, by launching an indefinite campaign to raise the minimum daily
wages for tea plantation workers from Rs 232/- to Rs 500/- They started an indefinite strike from Sept
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28. But it is obvious and indisputable that the women’s initiative through the Munnar strike gave the
required impetus, to this state-wide strike.

Even during this period of state wide strike for 17 days strike the established trade unions and
political parties have tried their best to impose their authority and their claimed monopoly right over the
Munnar independent women worker’s organisation-‘Penpilai orumai’ by luring it to join in to the strike
organised by them and thus to melt it in their “vicious embracement of Dhrutharashtra”.

Senior trade union leaders like INTUC’s A.K.Mani and politicians like C.P.I.(M)’s S.Rajendran,
MLA persuaded them to throw in with the trade unions. But the women workers of Munnar refused to
join in the agitation launched by the established trade unions, but have launched their own separate
agitation in support of the demand for raise in the minimum daily wages to Rs 500/-.

The trade union workers of established trade unions grew restless with the women workers of
Munnar against their independent stance and some of them tried to force their way in to the agitation
venue of the women workers in Munnar which the police prevented. Some male union activists angered
with the independent stance of the Munnar women workers have attacked the women’s demonstration
by throwing stones, six people suffered minor injuries. With such threats the established trade unions
intended to rope in the women workers, but the women workers spurned their attempts and firmly
have declared that “we have nothing to loose”. “Hunger and suffering are part of our lives. We don’t
care even if we starve to death”. “But we won’t allow anyone to exploit us. Enough is enough.”

Their decision is laudable. They need not languish under the authority and rule of established
trade unions that have dismally failed to protect even the petty interests of the workers. They shall
organise independently themselves away from the clutches of these bureaucratic establishment trade
unions.

Recognising ‘pempicai orumai’ as an unique social movement in Kerala, a group of well known
writers and activists-comprising of 60 writers and social activists have decided to honour their movement
with a cash prize of Rs 1 lakh as seed money for the women to take forward their movement.

This is how a genuine and honest workers movement gets support and solidarity from the public.
There are many organisations and trade unions in this country which are not functioning within the orbit
of the established trade unions and in their practice. They proved to be successful in protecting the
interests of the workers. For example one such trade union is the trade union organised by late Com.
Sanakaraguha Niyogi which is surviving successfully even after his brutal murder, and serving the
cause of workers.

The fate of Dattasamants’ union in Bombay and of GROW was not decided on the fact that they
were not banded with the established trade unions. Various other adverse circumstances and conditions
were led to the demise of those unions. Each case has to be studied concretely and the suitable
lessons have to be drawn.

It is an indisputable fact that the established trade unions are merely surviving because of their
ritualistic practice of struggle with limited action, with the patronage of
the rulers in power. Their method and policies of agitations and struggles within the permitted legal
bounds-as has been seen - is stopping the protest of slow down strike by tea plantation workers is not
at all the actual path that the workers have to trod on.

The Munnar tea plantation women workers strike has once again amply proved that the path of
undeterred struggle against the exploiters alone can protect the interests of the workers.

With this victory Munnar women workers organisation must organise itself more strongly basing
on the unity of workers and guided by the orientation of working class politics. The present day level of
natural working class conciousness among the women tea plantation workers is not sufficient to safe
guard their organisation. They must strive to draw more and more unity with the other plantation
workers in the state and country. They have to achieve the solidarity from all the progressive forces in
this country that work for the cause of working class and that aspire for the progress of the workers
movement. They shall not fall prey to the machinations of wily political parties, which attempt to shatter
their unity and organisation. They shall be ever vigilant about the attacks of vested interests and be
prepared to protect themselves. They shall be prepared to face some failures in this atmosphere that
is disadvantageous to the benefit of the working class. They shall proceed on the right path by duly
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taking proper lessons from their own practice as well from the practices of others in the workers
movement. They shall follow the style of functioning with trade union democracy.

Another valid point brought out to the notice by the Munnar strike is that the immediate important
task of the trade unions is to fight against the habit of ‘alcohol’ drinking by the male workers, where
most of them are addicted to such a bad habit. This is a lesson to have to be learned by TUs and
practice it.

Class struggle expresses its whole hearted support to the “Pempilai Orumai”, which has been
successful in its very initial independent strike by keeping out itself from the established trade unions
and political parties and which has exposed to the political bankruptcy and failures of the established
trade unions and main political parties in Kerala to the world.
   Long live the unity of workers!

*******


